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Doev'nent Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 2055$

'

Perry Nuclear Power Plant
Docket No. 50 440
AdditionalInfbrmation Regarding a Request for Relief from Augmented Reactor Vessel
inspetion . Inservice inspection Program

Ladies and Gentlemen:

In a letter dated August 28,1997 (PY.Clil/NRR 2210L), request for relief from the American
Society of Mechanical IIngineers lloller and Pressure Vessel Code and augmented examination
requirements o(10 CFR 50.55a(gX6)(liXA)(2) for circumferential welds was submitted to the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) for the Perry Nuclear Power Plant, Unit No.1.
Specifically, pursuant to provisions of th CFR 50.55a(a)(3XI), and consistent with information,

contnined in NRC Information Notice 97 63, " Status of NRC Staffs Review ofIlWRVIP 05,"
relief from the examination of the reactor pressure vessel circumferential shcIl welds for two
operating cycles was requested. Additional information regarding the methodology of
preventing cold over pressurization of the reactor pressure vessel during cold shutdown,
including procedure controls and operator training in this area, is provided in the Attachment to
this letter, s1

gt( f
if you have questions or require additional information, please contact Mr. llenry L. Ilegrat,
Manager. Regulatory AtTales, at (216) 280 5606.

Very truly yours,

It/di 44 0
, ,

Attachment

cc: NRC Project Manager
NRC Resident inspector
NRC Region til
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Authorized Nuclear Inservice inspector (ANil)
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Introduciluu

On May 12,1997, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff and members of the
Holling Water Reactor Vessel and Internals Project (!!WRVIP) met with the Commission to
discuss the NRC Staffs review of the UWRVIP's proprietary trport, "IlWR Venel and
Internals Project, DWR Reactor Pressure Vessel Shell Weld Inspection Recommendations
(ilWRVIP 05)," dated September 28,1995. This repod qwstions the extent of augmented
reactor ves.sel inspection required in 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(6)(ii)(A)(2). In accordance with
guidance provided by the Commission following that meeting,in Staff Requirements
t iema andum (SRM) M97051211, dated May 30,1997, the staffinitiated a broade ,
risk informed review of the DWRVIP 05 proposal. On August 8,1997, the NRC gave a
presentation to the IlWRVIP on the results of their independent assessment ofilWRVIP 05.
'the presentation outlined the staff's conclusion that the industry's assessment does not
sufuciently address risk, and additional work is necessary to provide a complete risk informed
evaluation before a final safety evaluation. Ilowever, the staff stated they would consider
technically Justified relief requests on a plant specific basis.

Accordingly, request for relief from the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)
lloller and Pressure Vessel Code and *e augmented examination requirements of
10 CFR 50.55a(gX6XiiXAX2) for circumferential welds was submitted to the NRC for the
Perry Nuclear Power Plant (PNPP), Unit No.1, in a letter dated August 28,1997
(PY CBl/NRR 2210L). Specifically, pursuant to provisions of 10 CFR 50.55a(a)(3Xi), and
consistent with information contained in NRC Infonnation Notice 97 63, " Status of NRC

Staffs Review ofIlWRVIP 05," relief from the examination of the reactor pressure vessel
(RPV) circumferential shell welo. for two operating cycles was uquested. Additional
information regarding the methodology of preventing cold over pressurization of the RPV
during cold shutdown, including procedure controls and operator training in this area, is
provided below.

Prncedural Controls /Operatarlrainine to Prevent RPV Cold Or.crdressurization

Operating procedural restrictions, operator training, and work control processes at PNPP
provi?e appropriate controls to minimize the potential for RPV cold over pressurization events.

During normal cold shutdown conditions, reactor water level, pressure, and temperature are
maintained within established bands in accordance with operating procedures. Oprations
policies require that Supervising Operators (sos) frequently monitor for indications and alarms
to detect abnormalities as early as possible. These policies also require that the Unit
Supervisor (US) be netined immediately of any changes or abnorma!' ties in indications.
Furthermore, procedures require that changes which could affect reactor level, pressure, or
temperature only be performed under the knowledge and direction of the US. Therefore, any
deviations in reactor water level or temperature from a specified band will be promptly
identified and corrected. Finally, the status of plant conditions, and ongoing activities which
could affect critical plant parameters, and contingency planning are discussed by Operators at
each shift turnover. This ensures that on-coming Operators are cognizant of any activities
which could adversely afTect reactor level, pressure, or temperature.
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Inadequate work management is a potential contributer to a cold os er pressurization event. At
PNPP, work performed during outages is scheduled by the Outage, Projects, and Cost Section.
Dedicated Se ilor Reactor Operators provide oversight of outage schedule development to
avoid conditions which could adversely impact reactor water level, pressure, or temperature.
From the outage schedule, a plan of the day (POD) is developed listing the work activities to be
performed. These PODS are reviewed and approved by Management, and a cony is maintained
in the Control Room Changes to the PODS require Management review and approval.
Additionally, the detailed outage schedule receives a thorough shutdown risk assessment
review to ensure defense in depth is maintained.

During outages, work is coordinated through the Work Support Center, which provides an
additional level of Operations oversight. In the Control Room, th9 US is required, by
procedure, to maintain cognizance of any activity which could potentially affect reactor level
or decay heat removal during refueling outages. The SO is required to provide positive control
of reactor water level and pressure within the speclued bands, rind promptly report when
operating outside the specified band, including restoration actions being taken. Pre job
briefings are conducted for work activities that have the potential of affecting critical reactor
parameters. These briefings are attended by the cognizant individuals involved in the work
activity. Expected plant responses and contingency actions to address unexpected conditions
or responses that may be encountered are included in the briefing discussion.

The plant procedure for unit shutdown limits reactor pressure to s:15 psig while flooding up to
cold shutdown water level and requires frequent monitoring of reactor pressure to ensure that
this limit is not exceeded. Additionally, this procedure requires opening of the head vent
valves aller the reactor has been cooled to lesuhan 190 F and either the main steam isolation
valves are closed or condenser vacuum is broken. Procedural controls for reactor temperature,
level, and pressure are an integral pan of Operator training. Specincally, Operators are trained
in inethods of controlling water level within specified limits, as well as responding to abnormal
water level conditions outside the established limits. Additionally, sos receive training on
brit:le fracture limits and compliance with the Technical Specification pressure temperature
limits curves Plant specific procedures have been developed to provide guidance to the
Operators regarding compliance with the Technical Specification requirements on pressure-
temperature limits.

Ec11ew of Potential Illgh I'rcuurchjectintSnurm

During normal cold shutdown conditions, RPV level and pressure are controlled with the
Control Rod Drive (CRD) and Reactor Water Cleanup (RWCU) systems using a '' feed and
bleed" process. The reactor is not taken solid during these times, and plant procedures require
opening of the head vent valves aller the reactor has been cooled to less than 190'F. If either
of these Jystems were to fai', the SO would adjust the other system to control level. Under

ithese condit ons, the CRD system typically injects water into the reactor at a rate of <60 gpm.
This slow injection rate allows the operator sufficient time to react to unanticipated level
changes and, thus, significantly reduces the possibility of an event that would result in a
violation of the pressure temperature limits.
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The Standby Liquid Control (SLC) system is another high pressure water source to the RPV.
Ilowever, there are no automatic starts associated with this system. SLC injection requires an
Operator to manually start the pump from the Control Room or from the local test station.

Additionally, the indection rate of the SLC pump is approximately 41 gpm, which would give
the Operator ample time to control reactor pressure in the case of an inadvertent injection.

Pressure testing of the RPV is classified as an " Infrequently Performed Test or Evolution"
which ensures that these tests receive special management oversight and procedural controls to
maintain the plant's level of safety within acceptable limits. PNPP practice is to monitor and
maintain a large temperature margin at the initial stages of pressurization while raising the
vessel temperature to the hydrostatic test temperature (approximately 140'F). During

. pressurization and performance of an RPV pressure test, level and pressure are controlled with
the CRD and RWCU systems using a " feed and bleed" procedure. Increase in pressure is
limited to 50 psi per minute. When at test pressure (1025 to 1050 psig), if the temperature
nears the limits of the temperature verse pressure curve, the procedure requires that the
pressure be reduced to less than 700 psig, if any other termination criteria is met then the test
is placed on hold after the plant is restored to a safe condition as directed by the procedure.
These practices minimize the likelihood of exceeding the pressure temperature limits during
perfonnance of the test.

The probability of the liigh Pressure Core Spray and Reactor Core Isolation Cooling systems
contributing to a cold over pressurization event were addressed in PNPP's submittal on this
subject dated August 28,19?? (PY.CEl/NRR 2210L).


